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The Deloitte Impact Foundation conducted the Future of News study due to the ongoing disruption of the news 
landscape, which puts the value of news for a healthy society at risk

Future of News | Introduction & Rationale

OBJECTIVE & FOCAL QUESTIONS  RATIONALE & STARTING POINT 

Different factors and ongoing societal concerns have led to a 
widespread debate on the value of news, for instance: 

The study aims to identify fields of action to safeguard and increase the 
value of news, seeking to answer the following focal questions:

Rise of disinformation

Interference in democratic 
and political processes 

Polarizing effect of social media

Algorithms that can affect equality 
of access

What initiatives and mechanisms need to be 
in place to safeguard and increase the value 
of news ? 

Which role will tech platforms play in the 
future? 

How will regulators react to 
accelerating market dynamics?

Which perspective will news 
consumers have towards news 
editorials in the future?

Value of News
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2) SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT 

In a 3-step approach certain and uncertain key drivers have been identified, four potential future scenarios derived and 
resulting fields of actions analysed

Future of News | Key Findings in a Nutshell

3) FIELDS OF ACTION TO BE CONSIDERED

30+ 
interviews

Follow up 

survey 

5
interactive 
workshops

Several roundtables
with professionals from public 

& private entities 

> 7 mn
news articles analyzed through 
Natural Language Processing 

algorithms

are the primary news content creators 
in the news ecosystem that adhere to 

journalism principles.

1) HOLISTIC VIEW OF THE VALUE OF NEWS 

We identified 4 extreme, yet plausible scenarios that 
can realistically evolve depending on how key market 
players will act or react:

Inclusivity Pluralism Accessibility

Independence Transparency Quality

Multidimensional Tribes
Low consumer trust, diverse news outlets, news landscape 

less dominated by tech platforms

Ignorance Is Bliss
Low consumer trust, few news outlets, dominated by tech 

platforms

The News Utopia
High consumer trust, divers news outlets, less dominated by 

tech platforms

Benevolent Tech Platforms
High consumer trust, few news outlets, dominated by tech 

platforms

There are 2 functions for a well-functioning news 

landscape, consisting of:

1. Forum function

facilitates public debate through independent 

reporting

2. Control function

enables journalists to act as a “watchdog” 

Indicators that measure the two functions and thus, 

the value of news:

In order to safeguard and increase the value of news, 
key stakeholders in the market will need to take the 
initiative in different fields of action
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We identified four extreme, yet plausible scenarios for the Future of News, that can realistically evolve on how key 
market players will act or react

Future of News | The four Scenarios

Note: Our study is not about steering and shifting societies in one scenario. Instead, the aim is to understand and highlight how society can anticipate these scenarios’ implications and safeguard the value of news in each of them.

Scenarios for 2030

Source: Deloitte Netherlands

High trust/diverse news outlets, less dominated by tech platforms

The News Utopia

more trustworthy, consumers think less critically

easier access to news landscape

easy access to broad range of sources and technology to 
validate them

accountability and transparency, fostering healthy 
competition

High trust/few news outlets, dominated by tech platforms
Benevolent Tech Platforms

few news outlets remain, either acquired by big tech or  
absorbed by social media platforms

behaves responsibly and puts society first

high trust and a broad interest in news

not involved within news landscape (self regulated)

Diverse sources of news

Uniform sources of news

Consumers 

News editorial

Tech platform

Regulator

Low trust/few news outlets, dominated by tech platforms 
Ignorance is Bliss

Low trust/diverse news outlets, less dominated by tech platforms 

Multidimensional  Tribes

struggle to monetize content

do not increase transparency and accountability

have tried what they could to protect the news landscape

few news outlets, dominated by social media platforms

seek high return on investments, auto-generated news 
compromise transparency

low trust in news, avoidance

have forgotten the news landscape

focus on familiar perspectives, distrust unfamiliar 
perspectives
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Trust & broad interest in newsDistrust & news avoidance Trust between citizens and journalists
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In order to safeguard and increase the value of news, key market players will need to take strategic decisions along 
dedicated fields of action

Future of News | Possible Fields of Action for the Value of News

(Digital) media educational programs

Education of news consumers on digital 
media literacy and their understanding of 
journalism, including its threats

Critical thinking

Implementation of voluntary or mandatory 
tools for tech platforms that would remind 
news consumers to pause and assess online 
news articles they read and share

Transparent algorithms

Mechanisms to allow third parties and the news 
consumer to reset and influence (part of) the 
algorithms or data used to generate their news 
feed

Pluriform news aggregator

Nudging of news consumers to leave their bubble 
and exposure to new perspectives by providing 

different news resources

Proof of provenance

Provision of an ‘’audit trail’’ to news
consumers for news consumers to 

validate news articles, giving insights into 
its sources and edits

Funding for independent news outlets

More accessible, pluriform news services 
for news consumers

are the primary news content 
creators in the news ecosystem that 

adhere to journalism principles.

News outlets
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We look forward to discuss your thoughts with us

Deloitte Future of News

Where do you envision your business in 

each of the four scenarios? 

Which impact will the market 

developments have on your current 

business strategy? 

In which field(s) of action would you 

engage?

What are the levers to strengthen your 

business’ resilience? 
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